We call shifted power a polynomial of the form (x − a) e . The main goal of this paper is to obtain broadly applicable criteria ensuring that the elements of a finite family F of shifted powers are linearly independent or, failing that, to give a lower bound on the dimension of the space of polynomials spanned by F . In particular, we give simple criteria ensuring that the dimension of the span of F is at least c.|F | for some absolute constant c < 1. We also propose conjectures implying the linear independence of the elements of F . These conjectures are known to be true for the field of real numbers, but not for the field of complex numbers. The verification of these conjectures for complex polynomials directly imply new lower bounds in algebraic complexity.
Introduction
In this article, we consider families of univariate polynomials of the form:
where e i ∈ N and the a i belong to a field K of characteristic 0. An element of F will be called a shifted power (polynomials of this form are also called affine This can be shown for instance by checking that the Wronskian determinant of the family is not identically 0. Nullity of the Wronskian is a necessary and sufficient condition for the linear independence of polynomials [3, 4, 12] , so our problem always reduces in principle to the verification that the Wronskian of F is nonzero. Unfortunately, the resulting determinant looks hardly manageable in general. As a result, little seems to be known in the case of unequal exponents (the case of equal exponents is tractable because the Wronskian determinant becomes a Vandermonde matrix after multiplication of rows by constants). One exception is the so-called Jordan's lemma [8] (see [9, Lemma 1.35 ] for a recent reference), which provides the following generalization of Proposition 1.1: Lemma 1.2. Let d ∈ Z + , e 1 , . . . , e t ∈ {1, . . . , d}, and let a 1 , . . . , a t ∈ K be distinct constants. If t i=1 (d + 1 − e i ) ≤ d + 1, then the elements of t i=1 (x − a i ) e i , (x − a i ) e i +1 , . . . , (x − a i ) d are linearly independent.
So far, we have only discussed sufficient conditions for linear independence. The following "Pólya condition" is an obvious necessary condition: Definition 1.3. For a sequence e = (e 1 , . . . , e s ) of integers, let n i = |{j : e j < i}|. We say that e satisfies the Pólya condition if n i ≤ i for all i.
For a family F = {(x − a i ) e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s}, we say that F satisfies the Pólya condition if e = (e 1 , . . . , e s ) does.
The name Pólya condition is borrowed from the theory of Birkhoff interpolation [15, 6] . This necessary condition for linear independence is not sufficient: for instance we have the linear dependence relation (x + 1) 2 − (x − 1) 2 − 4x = 0. As we shall see later, the Pólya condition turns out to be sufficient in a probabilistic sense: if the shifts a i are taken uniformy at random, the resulting family is linearly independent with high probability. As pointed out above, little is known about deterministic sufficient conditions for linear independence. But there is an exception when K is the field of real numbers: in this case, some recent progress was made in [6] thanks to a connection between Birkhoff interpolation and linear independence of shifted powers.
In particular, the authors showed that the Pólya condition is only a factor of 2 away from being also a sufficient condition for linear independence: Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 3 in [6] ). Let F and the n i 's be as in Definition 1.3, and let d = max e i . If all the a i 's are real, and n 1 ≤ 1, n j + n j+1 ≤ j + 1 for all j = 1 . . . d, then the elements of F are linearly independent.
They also gave an example of linear dependence that violates only one of the inequalities of Theorem 1.4, showing that this result is essentially optimal. Theorem 1.4 fails badly over the field of complex numbers, as shown by this example from [6] . Proposition 1.5. Take k ∈ Z + and let ξ be a k-th primitive root of unity. Then, for all d ∈ Z + and all µ ∈ C the following equality holds:
Indeed, if we take k = √ d in (1), Proposition 1.5 shows that the 2k = 2 √ d shifted powers in the set
are linearly dependent; and the exponents of these shifted powers clearly satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.4. The question of finding a "good" sufficient condition for linear independence over C was left open in [6] . We propose the following conjectures.
Conjecture 1.6. There are absolute constants a and b such that for all large enough integers s, the elements in any family F = {(x − a i ) e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s} of s complex shifted powers are linearly independent if e i ≥ as + b for all i.
If this conjecture holds true, one must have a ≥ 1. Indeed, a family where e i ≤ s − 2 for all i will violate the Pólya condition. One can say more. Indeed, we will see in Proposition 3.1 that the counterpart of Conjecture 1.6 for the field of real numbers holds true, and that one may take a = 2, b = −4. We will also show that this result is best possible over R: one cannot take a = 2, b = −5. Therefore, if Conjecture 1.6 holds true one must in fact have a ≥ 2. Conjecture 1.7. There are absolute constants a and b such that for any linearly independent family F = {(x − a i ) e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s} with s ≤ ad + b, a i ∈ C and e i ≤ d for all i, the elements in the family F ∪ {(x + 1) d+1 , x d+1 } are linearly independent as well.
By Theorem 13 from [6] , the counterpart of this conjecture for the field of real numbers holds true. We will not prove any of these two conjectures in the present paper, but we will show that a weak version of Conjecture 1.6 holds true: it suffices to replace the hypothesis e i ≥ as + b by the stronger assumption e i ≥ s(s − 1)/2. Moreover, we show that any family of s shifted powers satisfying the Pólya condition spans a space of dimension at least s/4 (this should be compared to the straightforward √ s lower bound).
Complexity-theoretic motivation
Studying the linear independence of shifted powers is a natural and challenging problem in its own right, but it also has a complexity-theoretic motivation. The motivating problem is to prove lower bounds on the size of the representation of "explicit" polynomials as linear combinations of shifted powers. More precisely, we want a lower bound on the number s of shifted powers needed to represent a polynomial f of degree d as:
Clearly, one cannot hope for more than a lower bound that is linear in d, and this was achieved in [6] for real polynomials. For complex polynomials, Ω( √ d) lower bounds (i.e., lower bounds of the form c √ d for some absolute constant c > 0) were obtained for the more general model of sums of powers of low degree polynomials in [10] .
The connection between this complexity-theoretic problem and the linear independence of shifted powers arises when the "hard polynomial" f itself is defined as a linear combination of shifted powers. In this case, (2) can be rewritten as a linear dependence relation between shifted powers (those on the right-hand side of (2), and those occuring in the definition of f ). If we can show that such a linear dependence is impossible for small enough s, we have a lower bound on s. This is exactly the way that the lower bounds in [6] were obtained. Likewise, Conjecture 1.7 is equivalent to the following complexity-theoretic conjecture at the end of [6] : the polynomial f (x) = (x + 1) d+1 − x d+1 requires s = Ω(d) terms to be represented under form (2) with all exponents e i ≤ d. The same reasoning shows that a proof of Conjecture 1.6 would yield an Ω(d) lower bound for representations of degree d polynomials satisfying constraints of the form e i = Ω(d) for all i.
Finally, we note that lower bounds on the dimension of the space spanned by a family F of s shifted powers do not seem to imply any complexity-theoretic lower bound if they fall short of full linear independence (dim F = s). They are hopefully a step in this direction, however.
Organization of the paper
In Section 2 we introduce one of the main tools of this paper: shifted differential equations (or SDE for short). Those are linear differential equations with polynomial coefficients. The name SDE is a reference to Neeraj Kayal's lower bound method of shifted partial derivatives [16] . We have already used shifted differential equations in the design of efficient algorithms for shifted powers [7] . The main novelty in the present paper is a technical lemma (see Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.5) which helps to deal with families where some nodes a i are repeated, i.e., occur in several shifted powers of the family. This lemma is then used for the study of linear independence (in Section 3) and dimension lower bounds (in Section 4) over the field of complex numbers.
Section 3 provides sufficient conditions for linear independence. We first show that a version of Conjecture 1.6 with e i ≥ 2s − 4 holds over the field of real numbers, and that this bound is optimal. For the field of complex numbers, we prove a version of this conjecture under the stronger assumption e i ≥ s(s − 1)/2. Finally we show that when the shifts a i are chosen at random, then with high probability the corresponding family of shifted powers is linearly independent for all choices of exponents e i satisfying the Pólya condition. As an intermediate step, we give an exact formula for the number of Pólya sequences where the s exponents e i are all bounded by the same integer d.
In Section 4 we give lower bounds on the dimension of the space of polynomials spanned by a family of s shifted powers. We first present a straightforward √ s lower bound, and then give lower bounds that are linear in s for the fields of real and complex numbers. We note that the complex lower bound is nonconstructive, i.e., the proof does not yield an explicit independent subfamily of dimension Ω(s).
Shifted Differential Equations

Definitions
Shifted differential equations are a particular type of differential equations with polynomial coefficients.
where f is the unknown function and the P i are polynomials in K[x], with deg(P i ) ≤ i + l for all i ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1}, deg(P i ) ≤ l for all i ∈ {t, . . . , k} and P k = 0. We refer to the polynomials P i as the coefficients of the SDE. The quantity k is called the order of the equation and the quantity l is called the shift. We will usually denote such a differential equation by SDE(t, k, l). This class of differential equations includes the well studied Fuchsian differential equations. A Fuchsian equation is a linear differential equation in which the singular points of the coefficients are regular singular points; in particular, these equations are linear differential equations with polynomial coefficients of bounded degree (see, e.g,. [17] ).
We want to highlight that the definition of SDE(t, k, l) also covers the case when t > k; thus the SDE defined here are a generalization of those used in [10] .
As an example, the shifted power (x − a) e satisfies the SDE:
of order 1 and shift 1 with either t = 0 or t = 1 (this differential equation can also be seen as a SDE of order 1 and shift 0 with t = 2). We generalize this observation to several shifted powers in Proposition 2.2 below. Shifted differential equations have already been used in [10] to obtain lower bounds and in [7] to obtain efficient algorithms. In these two papers the authors worked with a slightly less general definition of SDEs: they considered SDEs of order k, shift l and the degrees of the P i 's were all of the form deg P i ≤ i + l. This corresponds now to the choice of parameters (k + 1, k, l) in Definition 2.1, i.e., with t = k + 1. The main advantage of adding the new parameter t is that if we have a SDE(t, k, l) which is satisfied by t linearly independent polynomials, we can ensure that the polynomial P k has low degree; indeed, its degree is at most l (this should be compared with the value k + l of the previous model of SDEs). The fact that P k has low degree will play an essential role in some proofs of this work.
The method of shifted differential equations is quite robust, and this allows us to obtain a key ingredient similar to that of [7] : for a family of s shifted powers, there exists a "small" SDE satisfied by all the terms. More precisely:
Then for any choice of parameters (t, k, l) such that
Proof. The existence of this common SDE is equivalent to the existence of a common nonzero solution for the following equations (E r ) 1≤r≤s in the unknowns λ i,j :
unknowns, so we need to show that the matrix of this linear system has rank smaller than (k + 1)(l + 1) + t(t−1)
2 . We are going to show that for each fixed value of r ∈ {1, . . . , s}, the subsystem (E r ) has a matrix of rank ≤ l + k + 1. In other words, we have to show that the subspace V r has dimension less than l + k + 1, where V r is the linear space spanned by the polynomials x j f
This is due to the fact that the polynomials x i belongs to the span of the polynomials {(x−a r ) : 0 ≤ ≤ i}. Hence, we have that dim V r ≤ l+k+1. Since the (E r ) subsystem has a matrix of rank ≤ l+k+1, the whole system has rank ≤ s(l+k+1). Thus, there exists a nonzero solution if (k + 1)(l + 1) + t(t−1)
Notice that if we assume that the elements of F are linearly independent, it cannot be part of the solution set of a differential equation of order strictly less than s. Thus the differential equation we obtain from previous Proposition is a SDE(t, k , l) with s ≤ k ≤ k. In particular deg(P k ) ≤ l if we choose t ≤ s, therefore we will usually set t = s in the following.
In the remainder of Section 2.1, we discuss a few choices of interest of the pair (k, l) for a given set of shifted powers F of size s. Notice first that the expression s(l + k + 1) < (k + 1)(l + 1) + t(t − 1)/2 in Proposition 2.2 is symmetric in k and l.
Case l < s: we obtain that there exists a SDE(s, k, s − 1) if s 2 < s, which is not possible. The fact that in general one cannot find a SDE(s, k, l) with l < s satisfied by a family of s affine powers will be justified in Remark 2.6.
Case k = s: we obtain l ≥ s(s + 1)/2. This is similar to the SDE coming from the factorized Wronskian exhibited in the first version of [7] .
Case l = s: we obtain k ≥ s(s + 1)/2. This choice of parameters yields a result of linear independence over C, as we will prove in Proposition 3.5.
2α−2 s, which shows the tradeoff between k and l. The "point in the middle" where k = l corresponds to
s.
Roots of coefficients of a differential equation
We now proceed to one of the main tools of this paper. We show that a differential equation with polynomial coefficients satisfied by every element of a family F of shifted powers must have some structure in the roots of its coefficients. In this section we will use the convenient notation:
where i is a positive integer (for i = 0 we set x i = 1). When x is a nonnegative integer, we have x i = x!/(x − i)! for x ≥ i and x i = 0 for x < i. This notation allows us to write the i-th derivative of a shifted power f (x) = (x−a) e in a concise way:
We first make the following remark, which was already present in [7] . Proposition 2.3. Consider the following differential equation with polynomial coefficients:
Assume that (x − a) e satisfies this equation, with e ≥ k. Then we have P k (a) = 0.
We deduce that there exists q
and e, f ≥ k both satisfy the same equation, then both a and b are roots of P k . However, if (x − a) e and (x − a) f both satisfy the same equation, can we say more than just P k (a) = 0?
We will answer positively this question thanks to the following proposition: Proposition 2.4. Let ( * ) be the following differential equation with polynomial coefficients:
If ( * ) is satisfied simultaneously by x e 1 , . . . , x en where n ≤ k and e 1 > e 2 > · · · > e n ≥ k − n + 1, then for all m = 0 . . . n − 1, x n−m divides P k−m .
Proof. By injecting x e j into ( * ), we get the following equation:
If e j ≤ k, we multiply the equation by x k−e j , and otherwise, we factor out x e j −k .
In both cases, we obtain:
We have n such equations (E j ) 1≤j≤n and we will now take a "good" linear combination to deduce the result. Fix an integer 0 ≤ m < n, and consider the n-tuple u m ∈ K n such that
We claim that it is always possible to find such a tuple. Assuming this fact, we then compute the following equation:
To prove the claim, we will use the proof technique of Lemma 2 from [13] to show that the following square submatrix is invertible:
We first factorize its determinant using the fact that
Notice that the constant we have factorized is nonzero, since e i ≥ k − n + 1. Assume for contradiction that the rows are linearly dependent. This implies that there exists a nonzero tuple (α i ) such that for all j = 1 . . . n, we have n−1 i=0 α i d i j = 0. In other words, if we consider the polynomial P (x) = n−1 i=0 α i x i , then P (d j ) = 0 for all j. However, all the d j 's are distinct and P is of degree at most n − 1, a contradiction.
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As a consequence, we obtain the following refinement of Proposition 2.3.
Corollary 2.5. Let ( * ) be the following differential equation with polynomial coefficients of order k > 0:
Consider a family F = {(x − a i ) e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s, e i ≥ k} such that ( * ) is satisfied simultaneously by all the elements of F . Then s i=1 (x − a i ) divides P k . In other words, each node a i is a root of P k of multiplicity greater or equal to the number of occurrences of this node in the family F . Proof. We partition F in subfamilies along the values of the a i 's: Since the elements of F are linearly independent, then k ≥ s. Hence, Corollary 2.5 yields that the polynomial s i=1 (x − a i ) divides P k , which has degree at most l, implying l ≥ s.
We now remove the hypothesis of "big exponents" (e i ≥ k) and prove that every node in the family should appear as a root of one of the coefficients of the differential equation.
Corollary 2.7. Let ( * ) be the following differential equation with polynomial coefficients:
( * )
with P 0 = 0. Define I = {i : P i (x) = 0}. Consider a family F = {(x − a i ) e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s} such that ( * ) is satisfied simultaneously by all the elements of F . Then s i=1 (x − a i ) divides i∈I P i . Indeed, for a given index i, (x − a i ) will divide P j with j = max{p : p ∈ I, p ≤ e i }.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that e 1 ≥ e 2 ≥ · · · ≥ e s , and we write F = {f 1 , . . . f s } where f i = (x − a i ) e i . We consider the last index p such that e p ≥ k and partition F into two sets: F = {f 1 , . . . , f p }∪{f p+1 , . . . , f s }. Using Corollary 2.5, we get that p i=1 (x − a i ) divides P k . We now consider the following equation:
Notice that for i > p, f i satisfies ( * ). Since the order of the equation has decreased, and since 0 ∈ I, we can proceed by induction to obtain that s i=p+1 (x−a i ) divides i∈I\{k} P i . The combination of these two facts yields the wanted result. The goal of this section is to prove sufficient conditions for the linear independence of a family of shifted powers. One trivial such condition is when the degrees of the polynomials in the family are all distinct. As pointed out in Proposition 1.1, linear independence also holds in the case of equal exponents. In this section we provide further sufficient conditions for linear independence and study their optimality.
The real case
In the following we derive from Theorem 1.4 another sufficient condition for the linear independence of families without small exponents, and show that the result is tight.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that d = e 1 ≥ e 2 ≥ · · · ≥ e s . We first eliminate a few trivial cases:
• s = 1 : the elements of F are linearly independent.
• s = 2 : two affine powers are linearly dependent if and only if they are equal, thus the elements of F are linearly independent. • e 1 = e 2 = · · · = e s . Then all the a i are distinct because all (e i , a i ) are distinct. Since d ≥ 2s − 4 and s ≥ 3, we have s ≤ d + 1 and the elements of F are linearly independent by Proposition 1.1. • e 1 > e 2 : no linear dependence could involve (x−a 1 ) e 1 , hence it is enough to show that the elements of the subfamily F = {(x − a i ) e i : 2 ≤ i ≤ s} are linearly independent. Since F satisfies the hypotheses of the Proposition, we can deal with this case by induction on s.
We now have e 1 = e 2 > e s and s ≥ 3 which implies that d ≥ 2s − 3 and that n d ≤ s − 2. Such a family satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4, which directly yields the result. Indeed:
• For i = 0, we have n 1 = 0 ≤ 1.
• For i ≤ 2s − 5, we have n i + n i+1 = 0.
• For 2s − 5 < i < d, we have n i + n i+1 ≤ 2(s − 2) ≤ i + 1.
• For i = d, we have n d + n d+1 ≤ 2s − 2 ≤ d + 1.
In order to show that the bound e i ≥ 2s − 4 in the above result is tight, we will consider the real polynomial H 2d+1 (x) = (x + 1) 2d+2 − x 2d+2 and write it as a sum of (2d + 1)-st powers. Define the Waring rank Waring K (f ) of a univariate polynomial f as
Waring rank has been studied by algebraists and geometers since the 19th century. It is classically defined for a homogeneous polynomial of degree d as the smallest number s such that f can be written as a sum of s d-th powers of linear forms. The Waring rank of a univariate polynomial f ∈ K[X] as defined in (3) is closely related with the Waring rank of f H ∈ K[x, y], its homogenization with respect to the variable y. Indeed, it is straightforward to check that:
The algorithmic question of computing the Waring rank of bivariate complex homogeneous polynomials was solved by Sylvester in 1852. We refer to [9] for the historical background and in the following proof we will use the algorithm described more recently in [5] . We now use this algorithm to show that H 2d+1 has a "large" Waring rank:
Proof. We will use the algorithmic result in [5, Section 3] to compute the complex Waring rank of H 2d+1 and then prove that it coincides with its real Waring rank. We consider P (x, y) the homogenization of H 2d+1 with respect to the variable y: P (x, y) = 2d+1 i=0
2d+2 i
= 2d+2 i+1 and following [5] , we construct the matrix
The last matrix is a Hilbert matrix with an additional row. Hilbert matrices are known to be invertible, as special cases of Cauchy matrices, therefore we have rank(M ) = d + 1, which implies, according to [5] that the complex Waring rank is either d + 1 or d + 2. In order to show that it is in fact d + 1, we have to find a vector f ∈ C d+2 in the kernel of M t (which is unique up to scalar multiplication) and prove that the corresponding polynomial F (x) = d+1 i=0 f i x i does not have multiple roots. Notice that the i th row of M t f can be rewritten as
The equality M t f = 0 can thus be restated as F, x i = 0 for i = 0 . . . d, with the corresponding scalar product f, g = 1 0 f (x)g(x)dx. Such a polynomial can be obtained by the Gram-Schmidt process to {1, x, . . . x d+1 } and is classically known as the shifted Legendre polynomial: it can be obtained from the Legendre polynomial by the affine transformation x → 2x − 1. A classical result (see, e.g., [1] ) is that the Legendre polynomial of degree d + 1 has d + 1 distinct real roots in the interval (−1, 1) . Therefore our polynomial F has d + 1 distinct real roots in the interval (0, 1). This shows that Waring C (H) = d + 1.
Moreover, if we denote by (a i ) the roots of F , there exist coefficients (α i ) such that P (x, y) = d+1 i=1 α i (x − a i y) 2d+1 . Since the a i are real, if we take the real part of this equality, we obtain P (x, y) = d+1 i=1 (α i )(x − a i y) 2d+1 proving that Waring R (P ) = Waring C (P ) = d + 1. Since a i = 0 for all i, we conclude that Waring R (H 2d+1 ) = Waring C (H 2d+1 ) = d + 1. 2 Remark 3.3. Up to multiplication of rows and columns by constants, the matrix M in the above proof is nothing but the matrix of d-th order partial derivatives of P . This explains why the Waring rank of P is greater or equal to the rank of M . Again, we refer to [5] for a proof that the Waring rank is in fact equal to rank(M ) or d + 2 − rank(M ).
Remark 3.4. A similar proof shows that Waring
By this result, there exist α 1 , . . . , α d+1 ∈ R and a 1 , . . . , a d+1 ∈ (0, 1) such that
This equality is a linear dependence of d + 3 terms of degree at least 2d + 1 = 2(d + 3) − 5, showing the optimality of the bound e i ≥ 2s − 4.
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The complex case
In the complex case, we can prove a similar sufficient condition for linear independence:
Proposition 3.5. For any family F = {(x − a i ) e i : a i ∈ C, e i ≥ (s − 1)s/2, 1 ≤ i ≤ s}, the elements of F are linearly independent.
Proof.
Take G ⊆ F a minimal generating subfamily of F and suppose for contradiction that |G| = t < s. Using Proposition 2.2, there exists a SDE(t, k, t) for some k ≤ (t + 1)t/2 satisfied simultaneously by every element of G:
Moreover, since G = F , we have that every elements of F satisfies this SDE. Using Corollary 2.5, since e i ≥ (s − 1)s/2 ≥ t(t + 1)/2 ≥ k, we thus have that
We do not know if the bound e i ≥ (s − 1)s/2 is tight. The best example we know is the one provided in the real case that achieves a linear dependence of s affine powers with e i ≥ 2s − 5.
Genericity and linear independence
Let P s denote the set of sequences e = (e 1 , . . . , e s ) ∈ N s satisfying the Pólya condition. The goal of this section is to study two different random processes for generating a family of affine powers, and to bound the probability that the elements of the generated family are linearly independent. In Corollary 3.8, we study the case where the sequence e ∈ P s is fixed, and the a i 's are taken uniformly and independently from a set S. In Theorem 3.13, we study the case where we take the a i 's uniformly and independently from a set S and we want them to give independent families for any e ∈ P s . Notice that Corollary 3.8 does not directly implies Theorem 3.13 as the number of sequences in P s is infinite.
We first prove that given a family F of s shifted powers such that 1 ∈ F , the number of shifted powers in F of degree d is upper bounded by a linear expression in s. The condition 1 ∈ F is satisfied if the elements of the set of derivatives F = {f : f ∈ F } are linearly independent. Proof. Notice first that for any e ∈ N, we must have |S(e)| ≤ e. Otherwise, it would contain a basis of K e [x] and we could obtain 1 as a linear combination of elements of F , which contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore we are done if e ≤ 2s − 1.
Otherwise, Proposition 2.2 ensures that there exists a SDE(0, k, l) with k = l = 2s − 1 of order k ≤ k satisfied by all the elements of F :
Since this equation is satisfied by all the elements of S(e), we use Proposition 2.5 to obtain:
Given a sequence e ∈ P s , we can take the a i 's uniformly and independently in an iterative way and use the previous result to lower bound the probability that the elements of the resulting family of shifted powers are linearly independent at each step. The resulting bound is given in Corollary 3.8. Its proof requires the following technical lemma. Lemma 3.7. Let e = (e 1 , . . . , e s+1 ) ∈ P s+1 , then f = (e 1 − 1, . . . , e s − 1) ∈ P s .
Proof. We set n i := |{j : e j < i, 1 ≤ j ≤ s + 1}| and n i := |{j : e j − 1 < i, 1 ≤ j ≤ s}|. Since e satisfies the Pólya condition we have that n i ≤ i for all i. Moreover, since e is non-increasing, we have that
hence, f also satisfies the Pólya condition. 2 Corollary 3.8. Let e = (e 1 , . . . , e s ) ∈ P s and let S be a finite subset of K. Let a 1 , . . . , a s be selected at random independently and uniformly from S. Then
Proof. We will prove this by induction on s: for s = 1, we always obtain a linearly independent family. We now consider e = (e 1 , . . . , e s+1 ) ∈ P s+1 , and we define the following events on possible outcomes (a 1 , . . . , a s+1 ):
Using Lemma 3.7 and the induction hypothesis we obtain Pr(C) ≥ 1 − s(s−1) |S| . From Proposition 3.6 we have Pr(A|C) ≥ 1 − 2s |S| . Since Pr(A) = Pr(C) · Pr(A|C) we obtain the inequality
In the remainder of this section, our goal is to prove Theorem 3.13 which states the following: if a 1 , . . . , a s ∈ K are selected independently and uniformly at random from a big enough finite set S, then with high probability (x − a i ) e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s are linearly independent for all e = (e 1 , . . . , e s ) ∈ P s . A key ingredient of this proof is to have a bound on max(e i ) for a sequence e ∈ P s such that the elements of the family might be linearly dependent. This bound is derived from the following structural result proved in [7] . Motivated by this bound, we naturally define the bounded version of P s : P s = {e ∈ P s : max(e i ) ≤ s 2 2 − 2}. The next Corollary ensures that if an outcome (a 1 , . . . , a s ) yields a linearly independent family for any e ∈ P s , then it also yields a linearly independent family for any e ∈ P s . Lemma 3.10. Let e = (e 1 , . . . , e s ) ∈ P s for s ≥ 2. It we take f i such that
Proof. We have n i = n i for i ≤ s 2 2 − s + 1, and n i ≤ s ≤ i for i ≥ s 2 2 − s + 2. 2 Corollary 3.11. We define the following events on possible outcomes (a 1 , . . . , a s ):
Proof. We first observe that if a 1 = · · · = a s , then A = B trivially because {(x − a i ) e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s} is linearly independent for every e 1 , . . . , e s , so let us assume that they are not all equal.
Since P s ⊆ P s , we have A ⊆ B. Given an outcome a = (a 1 , . . . , a s ) ∈ B and a sequence e ∈ P s , we can distinguish two cases. If e ∈ P s , then the s shifted powers (x − a 1 ) e 1 , . . . , (x − a s ) es are linearly independent since a ∈ B.
Otherwise, assume there exists α i such that s i=1 α i (x − a i ) e i = 0. We denote by I = {i : e i > s 2 /2 − 2}, and, using Proposition 3.9, we have that α i = 0 for i ∈ I. We therefore rewrite the equality as s i=1 α i (x − a i ) f i = 0, where f i := e i for i / ∈ I; otherwise, f i is chosen in {s 2 /2 − s, . . . , s 2 /2 − 2} in such a way that there are no two equal (a i , f i ) (we observe that we can always choose f i in this interval since there are s − 1 possible values to choose from and there are at least two different a i 's). Using Lemma 3.10, we have that f ∈ P s and thus (x − a i ) f i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s are linearly independent since a ∈ B, proving that all the α i 's are zero.
Now that we have restricted our attention to a finite set P s , we can directly use the union bound on all possible sequences e ∈ P s to obtain the result using Corollary 3.8 for a fixed sequence. We only need to obtain a upper bound on |P s |; this is done in following Proposition. More precisely, we will compute exactly |P s,d | where P s,d = {e ∈ P s : max(e i ) < d}. Proof. Notice first that a sequence e ∈ P s,d can be represented by the d-tuple (m 1 , . . . m d ), where m i = |{j : e j = i − 1}|. Therefore, there is a bijection between P s,d and the following set:
For each m ∈ Q s,d , we associate a lattice path on the Cartesian plane as follows: start the path at (0, 0), and at the i-th step move right 1 unit then go up m i units. The resulting path ends at position (d, s), and never goes above the diagonal y = x.
In fact, there is a bijection between Q s,d and the monotonic lattice paths starting at position (0, 0), ending at position (d, s), and not passing above the diagonal y = x. These numbers are usually called ballot numbers, and have been studied since de Moivre (1711). The analytic expression can be found in [11, p. 451 ], proving the result. 2 In the Birkhoff interpolation paper [14] a similar proof technique was used to count the number of Pólya matrices. Theorem 3.13. Let S be a finite subset of K. Let a 1 , . . . , a s be selected at random independently and uniformly from S. Then
We consider a family G obtained by taking one element in each F i . Since the d i 's are distinct, the elements of G are linearly independent. This proves that dim F ≥ |G| = t ≥ √ s. 2
In the following, we will show that we can achieve a linear lower bound for both real and complex field.
The real case
The following result is a consequence of Proposition 3.1 Proof. Assume that e 1 ≥ e 2 ≥ · · · ≥ e s and consider the family
Since F satisfies the Pólya condition, we have that e s−i ≥ i and, hence, e i ≥ s − t for all i ∈ {1, . . . , t}. The inequality s − t ≥ 2t − 4 holds, thus we conclude by Proposition 3.1 that the elements of G are linearly independent and dim F ≥ dim G = |G| = t.
With more work, we can achieve a better lower bound. Consider a family F = {(x − a i ) e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s}. By a sequence in the node a ∈ R we mean a maximal interval of integers O such that for all e ∈ O, the element (x − a) e belongs to F . A sequence O with an odd size is naturally called an odd sequence. The following result is just a restatement of [6, Corollary 9.(ii)]; this result was obtained by transforming the problem of linear independence of shifted powers into an equivalent problem in Birkhoff interpolation, and then applying a celebrated result of Atkinson and Sharma [2] concerning real Birkhoff interpolation (see [15, Theorem 1.5] ). Proof. Let us denote d = max(e i ). If there is only one i such that d = e i we have dim F = dim F \{(x−a i ) e i } +1. So, without loss of generality we assume that there are at least two e i 's equal to d. Let O 1 , . . . , O k be all the odd sequences such that d / ∈ O i ; notice that k ≤ s − 2. We denote m i = min(O i ), M i = max(O i ) and call b i the corresponding node; we order O 1 , . . . , O k so that m 1 ≤ . . . ≤ m k . We claim that F := F \ {(x − b i ) m i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k/2 } yields a linearly independent family. Since the size of F is s − k/2 ≥ s − (s − 2)/2 = s 2 + 1, this will prove that dim F ≥ dim F ≥ s 2 + 1. More precisely, we are going to prove that the family F ∪ {(x − b i ) M i +1 : k/2 + 1 ≤ i ≤ k} is linearly independent. Indeed, by construction of F , every odd sequence O in this family satisfies max(O) = d; this is because we have removed an element from O 1 , . . . , O k/2 and added one to O k/2 +1 , . . . , O k , which converts all these odd sequences into even sequences. Moreover, the new set also satisfies the Pólya condition since for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, we have m i ≤ m j ≤ M j + 1, so removing a shifted power of exponent m i and adding one of exponent M j + 1 can never cause a violation of the Pólya condition. By Corollary 4.3 we are done.
2 It is worth pointing out that this result does not only bound the dimension of F but also shows how to explicitly obtain a linearly independent subset of F of size at least s 2 +1. This will not be the case in the complex setting, where we will obtain a lower bound on the dimension of F but we will not provide an explicit linearly independent subset of F of size Ω(s).
We do not know if the above bound is sharp. In the following example we exhibit a family F of s shifted powers that satisfy the Pólya condition and we prove that dim F = (3s − 1)/4. Proof. It is easy to see that |F 1 | = d/2, |F 2 | = (d + 2)/2 and that F satisfies the Pólya condition. We remark that F has an element of degree i for all i ∈ {1, 3, . . . , d/2, (d/2) + 1, . . . , d}. This implies dim F ≥ (3d + 2)/4. Moreover, for every i even such that
Hence, we can combine every pair elements of F 2 of the same degree so that the combination can be expressed as a linear combination of the elements of F 1 . This proves that dim F ≤ |F | − |F 2 | 2 = d + 1 − d+2 4 = 3d+2 4 .
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The complex case
In the complex case, our results rely on Corollary 2.5 and on a good choice of parameters in Proposition 2.2.
Proposition 4.6. Fix an integer p ∈ N and α > 0 and consider any family F = {(x − a i ) e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} with e i ≥ αp for all i. Then we have dim F > (1 + α − √ α 2 + 1)p.
Proof. We extract a basis G ⊆ F of F . We set s := |G|, γ := (1 + α − √ α 2 + 1)p and we assume for contradiction that s ≤ γ. We take t = s, k = αp and l = p − 1, we claim that the inequality in Proposition 2.2 is satisfied. Indeed, according to Proposition 2.2, it suffices to prove that the polynomial function p(S) = S 2 − (2l + 2k + 3)S + 2(k + 1)(l + 1) = S 2 − (2p + 2αp + 1)S + 2p(αp + 1)
is positive for S = s. We will prove that p(S) > 0 for all S ∈ [0, γ]. For this purpose, we consider q(S) := p(S) + S − 2p = S 2 − (2p + 2αp)S + 2αp 2 ;
it is straightforward to check that q(S) ≥ 0 for all S ∈ [0, γ] since γ is the smallest root of q. We conclude that p(S) > 0 in [0, γ] because the following inequalities hold for every S ∈ [0, γ]: p(S) = q(S) − S + 2p ≥ q(S) − γ + 2p = q(S) + ( α 2 + 1 − α + 1)p > q(S).
Hence, by Proposition 2.2, there exists an SDE(s, k , p − 1) with s ≤ k ≤ αp satisfied by all the elements of G. Since G is a basis of F , it follows that not only the elements of G are solutions of this SDE, but also the elements of F . Since for any i ∈ [|1; p|] we have e i ≥ αp ≥ k , it follows from Corollary 2.5 that p ≤ deg P k ≤ p − 1, a contradiction. We now extend Proposition 4.6 by allowing small exponents. 2 )(s − 1).
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Proof. We start by dropping the s 2 terms with least exponents and call F the resulting family. By construction we have |F | = s − s 2 = s 2 , and because F satisfies the Pólya condition, every element (x − a) e ∈ F must verify e ≥ s 2 . Thus the family F satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 4.7, implying that dim F ≥ (2 − √ 2) s 2 . The result follows since F is a subset of F . 2
Conclusion
We have proposed two conjectures concerning linear independence of shifted powers; we have proved their counterparts for the field of real numbers and have given some steps towards potential proofs over C. The proof of Conjecture 1.7, apart from being interesting by itself, has nice consequences in arithmetic complexity: it implies a linear lower bound on the number of shifted powers needed to represent a polynomial of degree d. We believe that both of them are true; however, we have the feeling that a tool different from shifted differential equations should be used to prove them. We have also provided bounds on the dimension of the vector space spanned by a family F of shifted powers that satisfy the Pólya condition. The lower bounds for the field of complex numbers given in Section 4.2 are nonconstructive in the sense that they do not pinpoint a linearly independent subset of F of cardinality equal to our lower bound on dim F (but they of course imply the existence of such a subset). It would be interesting to obtain a constructive proof. This may be related to the problem of obtaining a "good" sufficient condition for the linear independence of shifted powers over C.
To our knowledge, the family F of real or complex polynomials that satisfies the Pólya condition and that spans a vector space with the least dimension is the one we provide in Lemma 4.5. It would be interesting to improve the bounds we provide or to show that they are tight.
